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1. Background and Problems
“Style” has long been an important index to observe the design thinking of
designers in architecture. Gombrich (1968) defined style as a particular
selection from the alternatives when doing things; Ackerman (1963)
considered that a distiguishable ensemble of certain characteristics we call a
style; Schapiro (1961) pointed out that style is constant forms, and sometimes
the constant elements, qualities and expression; Kirsch (1998), Cha and Gero
(1999) thought of style as a form element and shape pattern. As Simon and
others referred to, style emerged from the process of problem solving, Chan
(1994, 2001) ever devised a serious of experiments to set up the operational
definitions of style, further five factors that relate to generating styles.
Owing to that the greater part of sketches and drawings in the design
process couldn’t be replaced by computer-aided design systems (Eisentraut,
1997), designers must shift between different problem-solving methods while
facing different design problems. The purpose in this research is to discuss the
influences of computer usage on style generation and style recognition: The
employment of certain procedural factors that occurred in the design
processes that using conventional media is different from the ones that using
computer media? Do personal styles emerge while designers shifting between
different media in the design processes? Does any unusual phenomenon
emerge while accustomed CAD-systems designers recognizing a style?
2. Methodology
Three experiments were conducted. In experiment 1, design stages, movement
and media usage of two groups of designers (accustomed CAD-systems users
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vs. conventional media users) are recorded by video recorder in the design
processes, verbal data came from the questions that the subjects are asked
after their design activities. In experiment 2, design processes of several
accustomed CAD-systems users are observed and recorded, particularly the
time of media shifting, media using modes, using intensity, using length and
other distinguishing features. In experiment 3, some building plans, photos
and 3D model images are provided, two groups of subjects are asked to
classify buildings styles and indicate the stylish features.
3.

Conclusion

The results showed that: (1) some new procedural factors emerging in the
design processes of accustomed CAD-systems users and these factors could
interpret the characteristics of designers’ design activities; (2) those who are
used to CAD-systems have different media using modes while shifting
between conventional media and computer media, digital personal styles
emerge from the repeating media usage; (3) while recognizing a style,
accustomed CAD-systems users have different interpretation of building
characteristics and elements assembling from the designers that using
conventional media.
This research attempts to gain a further understanding of the role of
computer media in the design process and the relation between the procedural
factors and style generation after the computer media involved; a discussion
on accustomed CAD-systems user’s personal style of using computer media
and ability of style recognizing was given. There is not much previous
discussion about the architectural style generating under influences of media,
and the relevant experimental and analytical methods are not complete. This
research merely proposes possible influences of computer media on style
generating and recognizing. Future research could address further discussions
and verification on the employment of factors in the design processes of
CAD-systems users.
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